
Hillcrest Community Council Minutes 
December 5, 2013 - 7:00 A.M. 

 
 

Attendance:  Eric Markworth, Julie Benson, Cort Christensen, Jason Pond, Tom Rohr, Eric 
Markworth, DeAnn Lichfield, JoLyn Carter, Reed Olson 
 
Welcome:  Cort Christensen 
 
Approval of minutes:  Jason made motion, DeAnn seconded, minutes were approved unanimously 
 
Thanks for approving the 1/2 hour aid time for the kindergarten.  Data is showing that the extra aid 
time is beneficial.  We are now able to have 9 adults to work the 30-35 students that need 
additional intervention.  
 
Can we earmark carryover for a future purchase?  Yes, it just needs to be documented in the 
minutes and earmarked in the report due in March. 
 
Report on Council Chair and Principal meeting last night.  Our business is then reported to the 
Superintendent and to the school board so each thing gets three sets of eyes to make sure we are on 
target. 
 
Needs or recommendations for the budget?  Nothing at the current time.  We currently have about 
$7,000 remaining.  Yes, that sounds right.  Are we still holding that funding for Leader in Me 
Training?  Yes and also maybe some software purchases. 
 
Cort reported on the presentation by Sundee Ware at the meeting last night that all funding sources 
be pooled and look at the big picture of the school and get the biggest bang for the buck.  Is there 
an opportunity for better utilization of funds?  We have done something like that in the past with 
Community Council, PTA, etc.  We look at data in the summer and make those decisions.  I think 
it is a great idea to get everyone in the same room.  I worry that putting all the money in one place 
then something may get ignored.  All stakeholders need to be at the table.  Currently funding 
comes from the following sources and is to be used for the following purposes:   
 SB2 - only for k-2 
 Title 1 - only for math and literacy 
 CC - Trust land – academic related activities, pretty flexible 
 General fund - staff, personnel, non-academic related, custodians  
 Capital funds - building improvement, physical facilities 
I'll talk to Sundee and see if there is something we can do to better utilize our funding sources. 
 
ISQ surveys are going to be electronic this year.  Teacher and administrator evaluations are going 
to be on-line in the future, still not ready for this year 
 
Education budget will be about a 2.5% increase, but only 1% will be available for raises because 
retirement expenses went up. 
 
Governor wants a report card of different areas.  Instead of one total school grade, the school will 
be graded in a variety of areas.  



 
Legislature meets from January to March.  Our delegation will be available each Saturday morning 
at 8:00 at the Cache County Building to discuss questions and concerns.  Perhaps we need to draft 
a letter telling the legislature to keep their hands off school lands trust and reading achievement 
program funds.  Cort will write the letter and will seek input from all.   
 
Community council training will be held in March.   
 
What has been done with the teacher meeting regarding the elimination of programs?  Eric, I 
haven't given that assignment, that will be discussed in our faculty meeting next week. Reed, my 
committee met informally and they wanted to get rid of Leader in Me, Principal 200 club, and 
Husky Scholars.  Then someone said, “Wait, do we have the power to make this decision?”  They 
put the brakes on pending further discussion.   Eric – “Was there a discussion why?”  No, it was 
just a brief meeting.  What was the hesitation with Leader in Me?  Getting dinged on evaluations 
for not injecting Leader language into lessons when the program hasn’t officially been adopted.  
Was it a consensus? There were only 5 of the 7 and 3 agreed.  In a way those responses surprise 
me a little bit.  It will be curious to talk about that within that group.   Who will make the final 
decision?  The staff.  We will discuss it at the upcoming faculty meeting.  When is that faculty 
meeting? December 12.   
 
What can be identified as optional?  From the previous program survey the following items were 
listed as optional:  Road to Success 
 Leader Tickets 
 Husky Scholars 
 Watch DOGS 
 Leader in Me 
 Online AR 
 STAR 
 Reflex Math 
Do we need to add anything to that list?  Principal 200, orchestra, dual language, Chinese class?  
I think we need to put closure to this and let everyone know what we have let go of, etc.   
As a staff you decide what direction you want to go, then we would like a report back.    
Whatever decision is made, please be swift in implementing it.  If something needs to be cut, lets 
nip it in the bud and move forward in a positive way 
  
A teacher said, that they need a little training in Big 8.  It doesn't come naturally. 
 
With mastery connect, now that you have had training how is that going?  He (the trainer) 
canceled.  I would like a report next year on how the mastery connect is going.   
 
Watched training DVD – We are all going to “Dare to Dream” 
 
Assignments for next meeting:  Cort - Letter to Legislators 
Eric - Report from the faculty on programs, clarification from Sundee 
JoLyn – Dream report 
 
Adjourn:  8:05 
 



 


